LONDON LIGHTS WEEKEND
FRIDAY 30th NOVEMBER – MONDAY 3rd DECEMBER
2018
Our long-standing, London-based Club member, Garry Gerrish, has offered to
organise a series of walks on his home patch over the above weekend in the lead
up to Christmas. Garry frequently leads local club walks and can be guaranteed
to provide an interesting and attractive mix of routes.
The outline plan is as follows:Friday 30th (night); an evening walk in London’s West End, taking in the
Christmas Lights of Oxford Street and even (whisper it !) providing a shopping
opportunity, if time permits;
Saturday 1st; a walk outside of London; and
Sunday 2nd; a walk through the Royal Parks and the City of London.
Monday 3rd; to be arranged.
Note: Walking shoes, rather than boots, should be more than adequate for the
walks programme.
GETTING THERE
Members wishing to go on the weekend need to make their own transport and
accommodation arrangements. Some members may wish to stay for more than a
weekend and also may have relatives or friends with whom they wish to stay.
The following information (which is correct at present but obviously can change)
is offered for guidance only to assist those requiring flights and
accommodation. (The info is correct at present, but can be expected to change
as time passes.)
Flights
Garry travels to Belfast frequently and prefers the Flybe Belfast City Airport –
London City Airport route. It is very convenient to his home, which is close to

Mile End Tube Station. It is likely that Mile End Station will be our meeting
point at the start of our walks.
Flights; out Friday at 14.40 (BE1357) and back Monday at 19.45 (BE1360) cost
approx. = £104; or if preferring to return on the earlier 16.45 (BE1358) flight
= £124.
Accommodation
The Brick Lane Premier Inn at 86 Brick Lane, London E1 6RL is convenient for
Garry’s home/walks and the cost of a room for 3 nights is currently £176.00
(Hub Saver rate). The hotel is approximately 30 minutes from London City
Airport and 20 minutes from Garry’s house near Mile End Station.
WHAT NEXT
So that we can get together a group contact list for disseminating further
details can you please let Denis Hamill (Email *************) know when you
have completed your bookings.
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